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ACME THUNDERBOLT® SPOON — A PROVEN PERFORMER ON TROPHY TROUT 

Frantic Swimming Action, Flash and Color Fool Wary Browns, Rainbows, Cutthroats, Brookies 
and Other Freshwater Gamefish 

Acmeʼs Thunderbolt® spoon uses a deadly combination of erratic swimming action, underwater flash and 
life-like color to trick trout and other freshwater gamefish into smashing strikes.  And when a feisty brown, 
rainbow or brook trout grabs hold of this popular lure, theyʼre in for the shock of their life.   

The time-tested Acme Thunderbolt features a full-bodied shape that imitates the look of a fat, wounded 
baitfish.  Thunderbolt swims with an erratic, exaggerated wobbling action that triggers a predatory 
response in any fish that feed on minnows, fry and other small forage.  With three available sizes and nine 
different colors, the Acme Thunderbolt is ready for action in streams, rivers, lakes or ponds.  In addition to 
trout, this premium quality spoon is deadly on warm water species like bluegill, crappie and bass.  

Each size Acme Thunderbolt is offered in a range of premium metallic or baked on enamel finishes that 
help anglers “match the hatch” and catch fish in any type of conditions.  Among the proven finishes are 
Watermelon, Metallic Perch, Gold with Red, Black and Yellow Spots and Rainbow Trout.  Five versions 
feature reflective prism tape in a distinctive “lightning bolt” pattern:  Gold/Silver Prism, Nickel/Silver Prism, 
Nickel/Blue Prism, Gold/Chartreuse Prism and Florescent Red/Silver Prism.   All Thunderbolt spoons 
feature needle-sharp treble hooks and a stainless steel split ring. 

Acmeʼs 1/10-oz. Thunderbolt is an ideal choice for ultralight tackle in small mountain streams, high-
country lakes or panfish-filled ponds.  The 1/6-oz. Acme Thunderbolt is perfect for larger creeks or lakes 
where added casting distance is needed.  Skilled anglers use Acmeʼs biggest ¼-oz. Thunderbolt when 
trolling or casting in lakes for large trout or fishing deeper river pools. 

For more information about Acmeʼs Thunderbolt spoon — or to learn about how to catch more fish in fresh 
or saltwater with Acmeʼs full line of proven metal fishing lures — contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 Bucklin 
St., Providence, RI 02907 • Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com. 

 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 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